
ACCICONNECT

As part of The Unlimited family you are now 
on a journey where you get unique, unbeatable 
value you cannot get anywhere else. 



Your unique benefits include:

R210 000
ACCIDENT CASH

PRIVATE 
AMBULANCE

EMERGENCY MEDICAL ASSISTANCE

Private ambulance 

Available 24 hours 

Over 400 ambulance companies countrywide

R210 000 ACCIDENT CASH
R3 000 a day, for up to 70 days in hospital  
for injury from an accident

Pays out from day 1

ACCICONNECT

FOR

ONLY R220
PER MONTH

AIRTIME
OR

DATA

PLUS
Your partner is covered at no extra cost

Add up to 5 children at no extra cost

Add up to 3 additional dependants for ONLY 
R30 each per month

AIRTIME OR DATA
R100 Airtime or 300MB Data loaded onto your 
SIM card from The Unlimited every month which 
can be used in a medical emergency. When that 
medical emergency happens, you also get an 
extra R100 Airtime to contact your loved one.



IMPORTANT TO KNOW:

DOWNLOAD The Unlimited App

SIM CARD SELF-HELP
Top up with Cell C airtime

Balance enquiries: *101#

Port your number: 135

Self-service: *147#

Customer Care: Dial 135 free or call 0861 990 000 
To convert Airtime to Data bundles: *147#

Load Airtime vouchers:

*102*voucher number#

Set-up and listen to voicemail: 132

ACCICONNECT

Once you are RICA’d your sim card is ready to use.
 
Your monthly airtime or data, which can be used in a medical 
emergency, is loaded onto your SIM card from The Unlimited every 
time your salary deduction is successful. 

If you lose your SIM, call 0861 990 000. 

Top up your The Unlimited SIM card using standard Cell C airtime 
vouchers. 

You are covered for accidental injury after your first successful salary 
deduction. 

Claims are paid out within 24 hours of claim approval. 

This is not a medical scheme and the cover is not the same as that 
of a medical scheme. This policy is not a substitute for medical 
scheme membership. 
 
Read your full Terms and Conditions for more information about 
your product. 



The Unlimited has over
40 offices nationwide: Member of
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FAMILIES
800 000

Customer Care / Claims: 

www.theunlimited.co.za

0861 990 000 

The Unlimited. Your unlimited life.

Did you know... you are helping to shift the lives 
of ordinary South Africans? 

By being a part of  The Unlimited family, you are helping to 
shift our country by supporting over 2 000 crèches and 150 000 
young children – amazing... isn’t it? 

We feel the same. Thank you for helping us to reach even more 
children through The Unlimited Child.

CHILDREN 

EARLY CHILDHOOD
EDUCATION FOR

150 000

www.theunlimitedchild.org
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